
Routines for Long-Term Results
YUCK DUMPS

OPTIONS TIPS & PHRASES

TIP: Model solutions to your “thorns” to demonstrate 
problem-solving

PHRASES: 
To model…“I got upset with my friend today, so I…” 

1. Roses and thorns as a family

Everyone in the family says what went well and what 
didn’t go well that day. 

2. One-on-one general Yuck dump

At bedtime (or another private time), let them talk
about everything that was hard for them that day

3. One-on-one Specific complaint list

TIP: Consider having some sort of symbolic release at 
the end – throwing it up, spitting it out, 
drawing/writing on a piece of paper, crumbling and 
throwing it 

Yuck Dumps help children release their Yuck so that it doesn’t come out through negative behavior, moods, and 
attitudes. You can move onto solutions afterwards, but not until Yuck is dumped (possibly at another time).

TIP: Use a “top 3” list [or other number]
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WHAT DO I DO IF…?

…My child doesn’t don’t want to say anything? 
You don’t have to make them talk! (And getting them to talk isn’t in your control, so don’t focus on it!)  Instead: 

•MODEL a Yuck dump of your own. Do try to give some solution so they don’t work about you!
•Ask them if you can ask some questions about what may have been hard for them. (It’s OK if they say 
no.) 
•Let them know that they tell you their “complaint list” any time. 

…My child says mean things others during the Yuck dump?
The goal of a Yuck dump is for them to get out their Yuck, which is usually negative. While you don’t have 
to agree with them, you also don’t want to tell them their feelings are wrong. You can follow up with 
“Thank you for telling me” and/or “Do you want to talk about things you can do to make this situation 
better?” 

…My child never wants to focus on solutions?
It’s common for children to focus on the negative the first few times you do these dumps. They may have 
a lot of Yuck stored inside! 
If they never want to think about how to solve problems, start with modeling problem solving yourself. 
Even if they don’t engage, they are learning from what you’re doing. 

3. One-on-one Specific complaint list

Ask them to tell you what they don’t like about a 
specific situation – their sibling, school, a teacher

TIP: Use a “top 3” list [or other number]

PHRASE: 
“Can you tell me the top 3 things you disliked about 
school today?” 


